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The MCFLS Database Maintenance Committee meeting was called to order by Steve Heser at 
9:05 a.m.

1. Introductions
Member introductions were made.

2. Approval of Minutes

A correction to the date of this meeting, previously listed as April 20th, 2015, was 
suggested. The minutes were otherwise approved as written.

3. MCFLS Announcements

a. Sierra Upgrade 2.2 will include a first look at Sierra Web with a preview mode that 
allows only five simultaneous logins. Upgrade will fix create lists issues and add 
new features such as JSON searching. 

b. IUG 2016 report: Innovative has a new CEO and intends to focus on customer 
support. Quarterly Sierra upgrades are planned. Upgrade 2.3 coming in September 
should resolve hold shelf issues. The Sierra road map envisions moving toward 
cloud based solutions and software as a service, but the lag involved in having 
servers on the coasts puts that many years in the future.



c. MCFLS WAN affects suburban libraries mostly. AT&T will be the new provider 
unless Badgernet can outbid them. AT&T can offer 50MB/s which would help 
alleviate bandwidth issues. Most of the fiber is already in place so rolling out should 
not be a problem. 

4. Review of report on Cat Flag analysis

a. Cat Flag j – please take a look at these as soon as possible. If item is long overdue 
and billed, it may need a new Cat Flag. Steve will run a list off the j report and see 
how many are related to items just being gone. This may be on the September 
agenda after some analysis. It may also be a work flow issue, because certain 
libraries are repeat offenders. 
Cat Flag h – none have been in ‘h’ for more than three months.
Cat Flag k – again, great. 
Cat Flag o – pretty par for the course. A book came in to Central Cataloging marked 
as an ‘o’ without a hold. Because the j and k flags were skipped over, they did not 
know what needed to be done with it. 
Cat Flag t – thank you for getting all of these done. 
Cat Flag a – these look much, much better. Thank you very much to everyone who 
has helped. Please keep the momentum rolling. 
Cat flag l/m – slightly down, good job cataloging rare foreign language books
Cat Flag z – good to see this number going down bit by bit.

5. GMDs going away in OCLC as part of transition to RDA

This transition has already been made. General Materials Descriptors are the bracketed 
words which appear after a record. Cataloging has been adding these back to records so 
users can see what an item is when viewing records in brief using Sierra. Patrons don’t 
always look at icons in the OPAC, redundancy can be helpful to them. All new records 
should have RDA fields, but until Innovative can leverage the info in the RDA fields, 
adding GMDs is good and helpful. As long as we have local control it still makes sense to 
use these, since the eye is drawn to these descriptors. 

6. DVDs – the limit facet reporting multiple records when in fact it is only one

Because we’re using index searches, the limit facet reports multiple records when in fact 
there is only one. The public doesn’t see this in Encore, only classic catalog. Uniform titles 
are included in index search. Steve approached Innovative about deduplicating these based 
on bib numbers. Steve will review title source and remove 730s and 130s.  

7. Break – The committee took a fifteen minute break from 10:10 to 10:25

8. Interfiling of holds after merging bib records

When bibs are merged holds interfile correctly by date placed. There was an instance when 
holds on one bib did not interfile but stacked. It seems to have been an anomaly, but it begs 
the question of when to merge records. Nancy was kind enough to send some examples of 
this. It is best practice to notify MPL as soon as two bibs are seen. Central staff can merge 
them as items are received. If an order number is moved over to a blended record, put it on 



a bib enhancement form to notify Central. If the UPC is available in the correct subfield (a), 
360 will match it when the new orders are added. The bib enhancement form is available in 
the staff section of the MCFLS web site under Database Maintenance. It is a good way for 
suburban librarians to let Central Cataloging know what has been missed. 

9. Purging of old order records on a regular basis

There is a max allotment of order records. Anything in paid or cancelled status could be 
collected into a review file every six months and Steve can remove the old order records.

10. Review of Titlesource 360 changes and impact on the database

Duplicate fields in a brief a, and duplicate ISBN fields were causing a problem. If you see 
anything like this, please let Steve know and he will update the profile. 

11. NACO Authority work by MPL staff

OCLC has taken over the National Name Authority Cooperative Organization from LC. 
Some libraries have a higher level of authorization, and MPL has been invited to contribute 
at the Name Authority level. 

12. Open Forum

WorldCat Cataloging Partners is being moved to WorldShare Metadata, and the new 
product doesn’t allow for selective receipt of records. The sheer volume of junk records 
prohibits requesting only full records, but local librarians can update at the item level. 
Transfer records to the bib which at least has an OCLC record instead of the brief bib and it 
will be handled more quickly. 

Janice Sciano requested a MCFLS directive as to how to treat Blu-ray combo packs. 
Libraries can split the DVD and Blu-ray up and circulate them separately, but if they are 
circulated as one item, please keep them on h. Steve will do some analysis and report back. 

13. Next meeting date: September 28, 2016

14. Adjournment – the meeting was adjourned at 11:05
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The MCFLS Database Maintenance Committee meeting was called to order by Steve Heser at 9:05 a.m.

1.  Introductions
 Member introductions were made.

2. Approval of Minutes

A correction to the date of this meeting, previously listed as April 20th, 2015, was suggested. The minutes were otherwise approved as written. 

3. MCFLS Announcements

a. Sierra Upgrade 2.2 will include a first look at Sierra Web with a preview mode that allows only five simultaneous logins. Upgrade will fix create lists issues and add new features such as JSON searching. 

b. IUG 2016 report: Innovative has a new CEO and intends to focus on customer support. Quarterly Sierra upgrades are planned. Upgrade 2.3 coming in September should resolve hold shelf issues. The Sierra road map envisions moving toward cloud based solutions and software as a service, but the lag involved in having servers on the coasts puts that many years in the future.

c. MCFLS WAN affects suburban libraries mostly. AT&T will be the new provider unless Badgernet can outbid them. AT&T can offer 50MB/s which would help alleviate bandwidth issues. Most of the fiber is already in place so rolling out should not be a problem. 

4. Review of report on Cat Flag analysis

a. Cat Flag j – please take a look at these as soon as possible. If item is long overdue and billed, it may need a new Cat Flag. Steve will run a list off the j report and see how many are related to items just being gone. This may be on the September agenda after some analysis. It may also be a work flow issue, because certain libraries are repeat offenders. 
Cat Flag h – none have been in ‘h’ for more than three months.
Cat Flag k – again, great. 
Cat Flag o – pretty par for the course. A book came in to Central Cataloging marked as an ‘o’ without a hold. Because the j and k flags were skipped over, they did not know what needed to be done with it. 
Cat Flag t – thank you for getting all of these done. 
Cat Flag a – these look much, much better. Thank you very much to everyone who has helped. Please keep the momentum rolling.  

Cat flag l/m – slightly down, good job cataloging rare foreign language books
Cat Flag z – good to see this number going down bit by bit.

5. GMDs going away in OCLC as part of transition to RDA

This transition has already been made. General Materials Descriptors are the bracketed words which appear after a record. Cataloging has been adding these back to records so users can see what an item is when viewing records in brief using Sierra. Patrons don’t always look at icons in the OPAC, redundancy can be helpful to them. All new records should have RDA fields, but until Innovative can leverage the info in the RDA fields, adding GMDs is good and helpful. As long as we have local control it still makes sense to use these, since the eye is drawn to these descriptors. 

6. DVDs – the limit facet reporting multiple records when in fact it is only one

Because we’re using index searches, the limit facet reports multiple records when in fact there is only one. The public doesn’t see this in Encore, only classic catalog. Uniform titles are included in index search. Steve approached Innovative about deduplicating these based on bib numbers. Steve will review title source and remove 730s and 130s.  

7. Break – The committee took a fifteen minute break from 10:10 to 10:25

8. Interfiling of holds after merging bib records

When bibs are merged holds interfile correctly by date placed. There was an instance when holds on one bib did not interfile but stacked. It seems to have been an anomaly, but it begs the question of when to merge records. Nancy was kind enough to send some examples of this. It is best practice to notify MPL as soon as two bibs are seen. Central staff can merge them as items are received. If an order number is moved over to a blended record, put it on a bib enhancement form to notify Central. If the UPC is available in the correct subfield (a), 360 will match it when the new orders are added. The bib enhancement form is available in the staff section of the MCFLS web site under Database Maintenance. It is a good way for suburban librarians to let Central Cataloging know what has been missed. 

9. Purging of old order records on a regular basis

There is a max allotment of order records. Anything in paid or cancelled status could be collected into a review file every six months and Steve can remove the old order records.

10. Review of Titlesource 360 changes and impact on the database

Duplicate fields in a brief a, and duplicate ISBN fields were causing a problem. If you see anything like this, please let Steve know and he will update the profile. 

11. NACO Authority work by MPL staff

OCLC has taken over the National Name Authority Cooperative Organization from LC. Some libraries have a higher level of authorization, and MPL has been invited to contribute at the Name Authority level. 

12. Open Forum

WorldCat Cataloging Partners is being moved to WorldShare Metadata, and the new product doesn’t allow for selective receipt of records. The sheer volume of junk records prohibits requesting only full records, but local librarians can update at the item level. Transfer records to the bib which at least has an OCLC record instead of the brief bib and it will be handled more quickly. 

Janice Sciano requested a MCFLS directive as to how to treat Blu-ray combo packs. Libraries can split the DVD and Blu-ray up and circulate them separately, but if they are circulated as one item, please keep them on h. Steve will do some analysis and report back. 

13. Next meeting date: September 28, 2016

14. Adjournment – the meeting was adjourned at 11:05
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